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Abstract
Amount Relative clauses (ARs) in Romanian represent a subclass of
restrictive relative clauses (RRCs) and free relatives (FRCs), namely they are
RRCs and FRCs where the relative term contains a variable of amount. They are
introduced by cât ‘how much/many’ (and its inflected forms), which acts as a
degree operator that binds the variable of amount, by ce ‘what’, mainly used in
FRCs with quantitative meaning, and by care ‘which’, used in contexts with a
degree (amount and cardinalities) reading. We are particularly interested in
analysing their properties that arise due to the presence of the overt degree
operator cât/câți. In particular, our study demonstrates that there is a strong
correlation between the presence of cât and the amount/cardinality reading in
this type of RCs.
Keywords: relative clauses, amount interpretation, degree operator

1. Introduction
In this article, we investigate amount relative clauses (AR) in
Romanian. More specifically, we focus on the types of relative clause (RC)
constructions that have an ‘amount/cardinality’ reading. The overall aim is
to identify core characteristics of ARs in Romanian and to provide empirical
evidence in support of analysing these RCs as a distinct class (from the
traditionally recognized classes of restrictive vs. non-restrictive RCs).
Amount relatives in Romanian are headed or headless (free) relative
clauses that have an ‘amount’ reading and denote properties of
amounts/cardinalities. They are mainly introduced by the specific relative
determiner cât (and the inflected forms for number and gender câtă ‘how
muchFsg’, câți ‘how muchMpl’, câte ‘how muchFpl’) which is semantically
interpreted as a maximalizing operator on a set of degrees. It has no
counterpart in English relative clauses and it secures the amount reading in
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all the contexts in which it is used: the DP which is modified by the RC
headed by cât is interpreted as denoting amounts/cardinalities, not individual
entities, in spite of the fact that relativization is based on the idea that a noun
phrase is shared between the main clause and the relative clause.
The expectation is that the presence of this overt marker of the
amount interpretation will relax the constraints on ARs that were
discussed for English (see the diagnostic tests proposed in Carlson 1977
to distinguish between restrictive and non-restrictive). Thus, the formal
and semantic characteristics offered by Carlson (1977) to serve as means
for identifying ARs in English do not operate in Romanian or operate
only in ARs which are not introduced by cât. In English, these
constraints follow from the absence of specific relative degree
determiners. From a comparative perspective, Romanian behaves like
other languages that have overt degree operators, such as ile in Polish
(Tomaszewicz 2013), kolko in Bulgarian (Pancheva 2012)1 or kolku in
Macedonian (Rett 2006; Grosu 2009b).
2. Amount relatives in Romanian
We illustrate Romanian AR in the example below:
(1) a. Au luat cu mine atâtea cărți câte erau pe masă.
Have taken with me that-many books how-many were on table
‘I took me as many books as there were on the table’.
By examining the example under (1), we notice that the use of câte
confers an amount interpretation to the relative CP, denoting the maximal
number of books that I took with me and that were on the table. The
interpretation is based on the fact that the two sets are equated: the
number of books I took with me is equal to the number of books that
there were on the table (representing also the total number of books).
This equivalence is reflected in the correlative-like structure of this
construction due to the presence of the correlative terms atâtea...câte.
Let us compare the AR in (1) with the RC in (2), in which câte ‘how
manyFemPl’ was replaced with care ‘which’.
(2) Au luat cu mine atâtea cărți care erau pe masă.
Have taken with me that-many books which were on table
‘I took me so many books that were on the table’.
1

These degree operators are mainly used in comparative and superlative constructions
(see Pancheva 2012 and Tomaszewicz 2013) or in free relatives.
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The interpretation of (2) is different, in the sense that the RC
introduced by care might be considered ambiguous between two
readings: restrictive (I took with me the many books that were on the
table) and amount (I took with me as many books as there were on the
table). We claim, however, that this ambiguity is not present and that the
relative clause in (2) is a RR.
Moreover, alongside ARs with cât, there are also RCs with care and
ce that have only a maximal amount interpretation, and this interpretation
is obtained due to additional mechanisms external to the RC (such as the
use of the universal tot in (3) or of a definite quantitative nominal head,
i.e. vinul in (4)). If we take, for example, the relative clause in (4), we
consider it a genuine AR since it could only refer to the same quantity of
wine (identity of quantity), excluding the nonsensical interpretation of
drinking the same wine (identity of substance). These ARs are similar to
English ARs and are subject to the same constraints.
(3) a. La petrecere o să beau tot ce mi se dă.
At party will drink all what meDAT SE give
‘At the party, I will drink what I am given’.
(4). Mi-ar trebui o lună să beau vinul pe care-l bei tu într-o oră.
Me would take a month to drink wine-the PE which/what CLIII sg
drink you in an hour
‘It would take me a month to drink the wine that you drink in an
hour’.
The same amount/cardinality interpretation can also be obtained in
free relatives. Free relatives are always definite and as such they behave
just like English FRs (are inherently maximal). In combination with
degree words like cât/câți ‘how much/many’ and ce ‘what’ or
oricât/oricâți ‘no matter how much/many and orice ‘whatever’ these FRs
have a quantitative reading. There are many examples of FRs introduced
by cât/oricât ‘how-much/no matter how much’.
We illustrate them in (5a-e).
(5) a. Câți îl văd, de el se plâng. (Vasile Alecsandri, apud. GLR I,
1966:167)
how-many himCL see of him SE complain
'Anybody who sees him, complains about him'.
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b. Am dat pe pere ce am luat pe mere.
HaveIsg given for pears what haveIsg taken for apples
“They paid for the pears what they got for the apples’.
c. Poți să-mi ceri câte/oricâte cărți dorești.
Can to-meCL ask how many/no matter how many books want
‘You can ask me for no matter how many books you want’.
d. Îți dau cât/oricât îmi ceri.
YouCLGen give how-much/no matter how much MECL ask
‘I can give you as much as you ask’.
e. Câte odăi erau în casă nu ajungeau pentru mulțumirea musafirilor.
How many rooms were in house not enough for satisfaction guests
‘The rooms that there were in the house were not enough to satisfy
the guests’.
(Cornilescu, 1980/1996: 250)
In the RCs exemplified above, we note that the formal property that
helps recognize ARs in which abstraction over a degree variable has
operated is the presence of the relative determiner cât. Cât relatives
always have an amount reading, and that is the only reading available for
them, as opposed to care relatives, which have a restrictive reading
(example (2) above).
The facts discussed above suggest that in order to discuss the ARs in
Romanian, we should start from the observation that the data in
Romanian is specifically structured to accommodate this amount
interpretation, mainly because of this specific relative pronoun cât (câtă,
câți, câte) that Romanian possesses. Consequently, in the next section of
this article we will present the properties that characterize this type of RC
in Romanian, focusing on the degree word cât and on its distribution.
We base our discussion on the approaches w.r.t. amount relatives in
Romanian that were proposed in Grosu 2000, 2009a,b, 2013, Herdan
2008 and Kotek 2009.
2. Characteristics of amount relative clauses (AR) in Romanian
In this section we examine the syntactic and semantic properties of
ARs in Romanian, briefly discussing new empirical data and focusing on
the structural differences between English and Romanian.
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We start from Carlson’s idea that there is a series of diagnostic tests
that distinguish between ARs and RRs in English. More specifically,
Carlson (1977) discusses three such tests and refers to: 1. the restriction
on the relativizers (English ARs only allow that or Ø and disallow whforms, whereas RRs allow a variety of relativizers who, which, that, Ø) 2.
The restriction on the external determiners (ARs in English allow definite
and universal determiners, RRs have no such restrictions) and 3. stacking
or iteration (unlike RRs, ARs may not stack).
A closer examination of the data reveals that Romanian is less
constrained by these restrictions. In English, these constraints follow
from the absence of specific degree relative determiners. In this article,
we will discuss only the restriction on the relativizers (i.e. the relative
determiners that introduce the RCs with an amount interpretation).
2.1 Restriction on relativizers (internal determiners)
In this section, we examine the restriction on the internal
determiners. One of the most striking facts associated with the analysis of
English ARs is that wh-forms, such as appear in RRs, are wholly banned.
ARs in English only allow that and Ø.
2.2.1 ‘Atât cât’ and ‘atât care’ structures
In Romanian, this lexical restriction does not apply, firstly because
all relative determiners introducing ARs in Romanian are overt wh-forms
inflected for number and gender, and secondly because Romanian does
not allow relatives introduced by Ø relativizer2. Moreover, as we noted in
the introductory section, all Romanian wh-forms may introduce RC with
an amount/degree reading, with cât having only degree reading.
Let us examine the example under (6) and (7):
(6) Ion a mâncat atâtea prăjituri câte erau pe masă.
John has eaten that-many cookies how-many were on table
‘John has eaten as many cookies as there were on the table’.
2

Relative clauses cannot be introduced by a Ø relativizer in Romanian. Although M.
Gheorghe (2003) claims that there is one context that seems to allow a Ø relativizer (i),
we consider that this is a case in which să is an operator that raises to C0:
(i) Voi fi prima Ø să-l felicit.
Will be first-the to-himCL congratulate.
I will be the first to congratulate him.
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(7) Ion a mâncat atâtea prăjituri care erau pe masă.
John has eaten that-many cookies which were on table
‘John has eaten many cookies that were on the table’.
The RC in (6) refers to the quantity/number of cookies on the table
and, thus, it gets the amount interpretation of ‘as many cookies as there
were on the table’. On the one hand, the use of the degree relative
determiner câte ‘how manyFEMPl’ indicates that the set defined by the AR
is the maximal set of cookies on the table and that this should be identical
to the set denoted by the indefinite DP atâtea prăjituri. We point out that
the use of atâtea... câte indicates a correlation in which the two correlates
condition each other. Thus, the RC gets this maximal quantity/amount
interpretation of the two equivalent sets due to the presence of the
maximalizing operator cât used in correlation with atâtea.
The RC in (7) gets a different interpretation. Firstly, the use of
atâtea.... care does not form a correlation and the two terms are
independent of each other. Secondly, the term atâtea has a different
interpretation than in (6) above: atâtea means multe ‘many’ (a more
detailed description of atât/atâtea/atâtea ‘that much/many’ is given in
the next section). Hence, the RC has a restrictive reading (i.e. John has
eaten the many cookies that were on the table), not an amount one (John
has eaten as many cookies as there were on the table). The amount
interpretation becomes more obvious once we resort to additional
mechanisms, such as the use of exact ‘exactly’ as in (8) below:
(8) Ion a mâncat exact atâtea prăjituri care erau pe masă.
John has eaten exactly that-many cookies which were on table
‘John has eaten exactly as many cookies as there were on the table’.
2.2.2 No ambiguity in Romanian ARs
Now, let us discuss another case of RCs in Romanian in which the
interpretation is sensitive to the use of the relativizer. These ARs are the
Romanian counterparts of the English examples extensively analysed in
Carlson (1977), Heim (1987), Grosu&Landman (1998, 2013) and Herdan
(2008). In English, the context in (9) is ambiguous, being interpreted
either as a RR or as an AR (a case of identity of substance vs identity of
quantity, cf. Carlson, 1977; Heim, 1987 a.o).
(9) It would take us all year to paint the portraits that John burned in
a fit of paranoia.
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a. painting the actual burned canvas (identity of substance →
restrictive reading)
b. paint the amount of portraits (identity of quantity → amount
reading)
If we look at similar examples in Romanian, for example (10 and
(11) below, we notice that the interpretation is more obvious:
(10) a. Ne-ar lua un an întreg să pictăm portretele câte a ars Ion întrun moment de nebunie.
CLIPL would take a year whole to paint portraits-the how-many has
burnt John in a fit of paranoia
a. *painting the actual burned canvas (identity of substance →
restrictive reading)
b. paint the total amount of portraits (identity of quantity → amount
reading).
(11) a. Ne-ar lua un an întreg să pictăm portretele pe care le-a ars
Ion într-un moment de nebunie.
CLIPL would take a year whole to paint portraits-the PE which has
burnt John in a fit of paranoia
a. painting the actual burned canvas (identity of substance →
restrictive reading)
b. paint the total amount of portraits (identity of quantity → amount
reading is not available).
If we compare the examples under (10) and (11), we observe that
this ambiguity is not found in cât RCs, since the use of cât disambiguates
the reading towards an AR interpretation and signals abstraction over
degrees (amount or cardinalities).
Therefore the RC with cât is always interpreted as denoting amount,
whereas the RC with care is restrictive.
2.2 Amount relatives with ‘care’
There are also the cases briefly discussed in the introduction in
which the RCs introduced by the relativizer care have only an amount
reading, not a restrictive one. If we take a closer look at these RCs in
(12a-b) and (13), we see that they could only refer to the same quantity of
wine (identity of quantity), not to the same wine (identity of substance) in
both care and cât constructions.
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(12) a. Îmi ia o lună să beau vinul pe care-l bei tu într-o oră.
To me takes a month to drink wine-the PE which/what CLIII sg drink
you in an hour
‘It takes me a month to drink the wine that you drink in an hour’.
b. Îmi ia o lună să beau atâta vin cât bei tu într-o oră.
To me takes a month to drink wine how-much drink you in an hour
‘It takes me a month to drink the wine that you drink in an hour’.
(13). La Paște o să beau și eu vinul pe care-l bea toată lumea.
‘At Easter I will drink the wine that everybody drinks‘.
a. ??? the same wine: At Easter, I will drink the same wine that
everybody drinks. (*restrictive reading, identity of substance)
b. the same amount of wine: At Easter, I will drink the same amount
of wine as the amount of wine that everybody drinks. (√ amount reading,
identity of quantity)
An identity of substance reading (i.e. drinking the very same wine)
in care ‘which’ RC as in (12a) and (13a) would be nonsensical.
2.3 Free relatives with an amount interpretation
Let us turn to free relatives now. In Romanian, amount free relative
clauses are either introduced by (ori)cât (‘(no matter) how much’ and its
variants) or by (ori)ce ‘(what)ever’ and are interpreted as having a
quantitative reading:
(16) a. Iți dau cât îmi ceri.
YouCLGen give how-much MECL ask
‘I can give you as much as you ask’
b. Poți să-mi ceri oricâte cărți dorești.
Can ask-me as many books you want
‘You can ask me for as many books as you want’.
c. Cu ce bani ai dat pe mașină îți luai un apartament.
With what money have paid for car you take an apartment
‘With the money you paid for the car you could have bought an
apartment’.
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d. Ce a luat pe mere a dat pe pere.
What has taken for apples has given for pears
‘He lost on the swings what he gained on the roundabouts’.
We mention that the constraints on the relativizer that we discussed
in this article are not meant to be relevant for free relatives (in English,
the diagnostic tests proposed in Carlson 1977 cannot tell amount free
relatives from other free relatives).
Carlson’s (1977) diagnostic test referring to the relativizer restriction,
more specifically to the ban on wh-forms in ARs, does not lead to the same
results as in English. In Romanian, all the relativizers are wh-forms and,
from the data analysed in this section, we have seen that all may be used to
introduce ARs. Moreover, there is a specialized relativizer that introduces
only degree/amount relatives, namely the degree word cât/câți. In the case
of the other wh-forms care and ce, we need additional mechanisms
external to RC to obtain the amount/cardinality reading (i.e. the presence
of a maximalizing marker outside the RC).
3. Crosslinguistic data on the use of degree words
Romanian is not unique in using a specialized degree operator that
secures an amount interpretation in the RC it introduces. Degree
operators are also used in Polish (cf. Szczegielniak 2005; Herdan 2008;
Tomasczewicz 2013), which has a specific relativizer for modifying
amounts, ile (how-much) 3, in Bulgarian, which has kolko ‘how much’
(used in free relatives and interrogatives, cf. Pancheva, 2012) or in
Macedonian, which has kolku ‘how much’ with the same distribution as
its equivalent in Bulgarian (cf. Rett, 2006; Grosu, 2009b).
For example, the RCs in Polish, mostly those used in comparative
constructions, contain a certain relativizer for modifying amounts, ile, by
which we know that those are ‘degree relative clauses’. This type of RCs
can also participate in correlative structures. Correlativization shows that
ile‐relative clauses modify degrees ‐ in the matrix clause the degree
variable it abstracts over is picked up by a degree demonstrative tyle
(‘that much/many’), (17a), and not by a regular demonstrative referring
to individuals, (17b) vs. (17c).
(17) a. Jan kupił tyle pomidorow. (+ a pointing gesture) (Tomasczewicz,
2013)
3

This degree operator is mainly used in comparative and superlative constructions (see
Pancheva, 2012).
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Jan bought that-manyDEM tomatoes
‘Jan bought that many tomatoes.’
b. Jan kupił Marii tyle pomidorow, ile/*ktore pro mogł kupić.
Jan bought for-Maria that-manyDEM tomatoes how-many/which
could buy
‘Jan bought Maria as many tomatoes as he could buy.’
c. Jan kupił Marii te pomidory, ktore pro mogł kupić.
Jan bought for-Maria that-manyDEM tomatoes which could buy
‘Jan bought Maria those tomatoes that he could buy.’
For the amount reading in Polish, both the quantity demonstrative
tyle and the relativizer ile have to be used, similar to atât…cât ‘thatmuch… how-much’ constructions in Romanian:
(18) Jan wypił tyle szampana, ile wylano na podłogę tego wieczoru.
Jan drank that-muchDEM champagne how-much spilled.Imprs on floor
that evening.
‘Jan drank as much champagne as they spilled on the floor that
evening.’
The Romanian cât is also similar to the Bulgarian kolko (Cf.
Dictionarul limbii romane, Tomul I, Partea II, 1940:192) or to the
Macedonian kolku used in free relatives:
(19) a. otide kolko otide (Bulgarian)
merse cât merse (Romanian)
walked how-much walked
‘He walked and walked’
b. Mojot bagaž teži kolku što teži (i) tvojoy. (Macedonian; Grosu,
2009b)
my+the luggage weighs how-much that weighs (and) yours+the
‘My luggage weighs as much as yours does’.
The crosslinguistic data discussed above illustrate amount/degree
clauses introduced by degree operators. An in-depth analysis of the
distribution of overtly expressed degree operators in degree clauses could
lead to a parametrized typology of the languages analysed here, allowing
us to group them in English-type languages (with no overt degree
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operators) and Romanian-type languages (with overt degree operators).
We leave this investigation for further research.
4. Conclusions
The concluding remarks of this article about the amount relative
clauses (ARs) in Romanian are the following:
1. ARs in Romanian represent a subclass of RRCs and FRCs,
namely they are RRCs and FRCs where the relative term contains a
variable of amount.
2. Romanian ARs are mainly introduced by cât which acts as a
degree operator binding the variable of amount, with no counterpart in
English. In fact, all the relative constructions with cât are analysed as
amount relative clauses (both in dependent and independent RCs).
3. Besides cât ARs, there are also care and ce ARs. The use of care/ce
is limited to certain contexts in which maximality applies outside of the RC
due to the presence of (maximal) external determiners, such as the universal
in toți (studenții) care... ‘all the students which...’, tot ce ‘all what’ or to the
nature of the nominal head (definite mass nouns, i.e. vinul pe care...’the
wine which’). These RCs can only be interpreted as predicates of amounts.
4. The relative determiners ce ‘what’/care ‘which’ are also used in
FRCs with quantitative meaning. FRs are definite and are always
maximal, and just like in English maximality applies outside.
5. With respect to the constraints that were proposed by Carlson (1977)
as means of identifying ARs in English, we concluded that these do not
operate in Romanian. More specifically, ARs in Romanian are not sensitive
to the relativizer used (all relative determiners in Romanian are wh-words;
in English, wh-forms are ruled out). This arises due to the presence of the
overt degree operator cât/câți. Although the relative cât (or its derivatives)
has no counterpart in English, it behaves like other overt relative degree
operators e.g. ile in Polish comparative/degree constructions or kolko in
Bulgarian free relatives. However, this similarity is left for further research.
Such an approach could be the basis for proposing a parametrized typology
resulting in English-type languages (no overt degree operator) and
Romanian-type languages (with overt degree operator).
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